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ABSTRACT
The paper presents solutions for generalization problems using least squares adjustment theory. This concept allows for
the introduction of several observations in terms of constraints and for a holistic solution of all these – possibly contrary
and competing – constraints. Two examples are used to demonstrate the validity of this approach: the simplification
of building ground plans and the displacement of arbitrary cartographic objects. Each approach is verified with several
examples; furthermore, the integration of these different approaches is presented, in terms of the fusion of cadastral and
topographic data.
1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Objects of our environment exhibit multiscale properties. Depending on the application, different features of an object
are important. This concerns both thematic features and geometric features. In order to exploit this property, multiscale representations of objects have to be available, as well as efficient analysis techniques, which are able to use this
structure. The generation of multi-scale representation is a generalization problem. Generalization is needed in order to
represent relevant information on an appropriate level of detail. As only a restricted amount of data can be represented
on a certain level of detail, different pieces of information have to ’fight’ for their representation on a specific aggregation
level. This implies that generalization, especially displacement, is an optimization problem, where different goals have
to be satisfied simultaneously. Thus, generalization procedures are needed both for the generalization of GIS databases
(model generalization) and for cartographic generalization (visualization).
Least Squares Adjustment theory (LSA) is a well known general framework to determine unknown parameters based on
given observations. This optimization technique is well founded in mathematics, operations research, and in geodesy.
This general concept allows for the integration of different constraints in order to solve an overall, complex problem. This
paper proposes to use adjustment theory for generalization. One problem is the set-up of the constraints for the various
generalization tasks. The generalization of building ground plans is formulated in terms of a model-based approach, the
problem being the determination of the model. In this case it is derived by the application of some rules. The second
generalization operation treated with LSA is displacement: different objects have to be displayed on a map – for reasons
of legibility certain constraints have to be satisfied, e.g. minimal object sizes and minimal object distances have to be
enforced. LSA offers a straightforward framework to introduce different kinds of these constraints. In one step, all these
constraints are solved simultaneously, resulting in one optimized solution with the feature that all residuals are distributed
evenly among all the observations. Besides this result, quality parameters indicate how well the initial constraints have
been satisfied.
The paper is organized as follows: after a review of related work, the simplification of building ground plans using a
model-based approach is presented, together with some examples showing the possibilities and the deficiencies. Then
the approach for displacement based on least squares adjustment is shown, giving both the theoretical background, and
explanatory examples. The integration of the two approaches is demonstrated with the example of the fusion of cadastral
information with topographic information. Finally, a summary concludes the paper.
2 RELATED WORK
The paper focuses on the automation of the generation of scale dependent representations. There is a huge number of
research efforts in this domain. On the one hand there are approaches dealing with cartographic generalization, on the
other hand there are methods for model generalization or database abstraction. In this context, different schemes have
been proposed: pragmatic bottom-up approaches use specific algorithms for different generalization tasks. Then there
are more holistic ideas, using top-down strategies, to strive at an integrated solution of this complex task. The latter is
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currently in the focus of most research issues [Mackaness, Weibel & Buttenfield 1997], [Lamy, Ruas, Demazeau, Jackson,
Mackaness & Weibel 1999]. These issues have to deal with the integration of different methods for the solution of the
compound task.
Simplification aims at a reduction in the number of points, the object is composed of, with the restriction that the characteristic shape of the object is preserved. For arbitrary shapes, algorithms respecting the curvature of the object are typically
used. The most prominent algorithm is developed by Douglas & Peucker [1973], taking the maximal distance of points
from a hypothetical generalized line into account. Such algorithms cannot simply be applied for special shapes like rectangular structures, that are the main characteristics of man-made objects like buildings. Here, additional constrains like
parallelity and rectangularity have to be taken into account. For the building simplification task, e.g. Staufenbiel [1973]
developed an algorithm by deriving a set of rules of what to do with a building facade which is too small to be represented.
He came up with a detailed processing scheme which later was implemented in the CHANGE software [Powitz 1992].
Similar concepts are currently being implemented in GIS products, like ESRI [Lee 1999]. The algorithm developed at
within the AGENT project [Lamy et al. 1999] aims at a concurrent treatment of several competing aims: squaring, rectification, and enlargement of minimal narrow objects inside the building. The approach presented here is similar to a
method that has been used for the reconstruction of parametric buildings in aerial images [Sester & Förstner 1989].
There is a long history of automatic methods for displacement: Nickerson [1988] developed an approach for linear
objects, which are displaced according to the degree of overlap of their corresponding signatures. The use of so-called
displacement mountains is proposed by [Jäger 1990]. The importance of an object is coded in a raster image, with
important objects producing high mountains. This mountain allows for the extraction of the degree of displacement and
the direction. Mackaness [1994] proposes a radial displacement of objects around a given point. His approach allows
for the degradation of the degree of displacement depending on the distance from the given point. Another approach is
given by Ruas [1998] aiming at an incremental displacement. Objects producing the greatest conflicts are treated first.
As with all local operators, secondary conflicts can be induced by solving one conflict, thus there is a need for iterative
operations, and a control strategy to decide, when to stop. Only recently, an emergence of using ’force models’ to solve
displacement can be observed: Burghardt & Meier [1997] use a snake approach to displace linear elements in maps (e.g.
road and rail network). Hojholt [1998] came up with the idea of applying Finite Element Theory as a framework for
displacement. Bobrich [1996] also uses a mechanical analogue as a model, namely springs. Ware & Jones [1998] use
simulated annealing as an optimization technique. Independently, Harrie [1999], Sarjakoski & Kilpelainen [1999] and
Sester [1999] developed ideas to solve displacement with Least Squares Adjustment theory. These approaches aim at a
global reduction of all spatial conflicts.
3 SIMPLIFICATION OF BUILDING GROUND PLANS
The main constraints involved in the simplification of building ground plans are preservation of right angles, collinearity
and parallelity. These characteristics do not only have to be preserved, they even have to be enhanced or exaggerated, in
order to give the observer the impression of seeing a characteristic building. This also concerns typical building parts,
that have to be enlarged if they are considered as important. The factor which triggers simplification is the minimal length
of a facade which can be represented at a certain scale. All the building sides smaller than this critical length have to be
replaced.
The algorithm treats individual polygons one after the other. It works locally, trying to replace polygon sides which are
shorter than the critical length. These sides are substituted according to some given rules, depending on the geometry of
the adjacent building sides. This results in a simple, but not necessarily correct model of the original situation. Thus, in
an adjustment process, the original building shape is adjusted to the building model. The advantage of this procedure is
the fact that the rules can be simple and coarse, as they yield only approximate values, which are refined in the adjustment
process. Furthermore, also additional parameters can be introduced in the adjustment, like the fact that the building size
has to be preserved.
3.1 Algorithm
The first step of the algorithm results in a simplified ground plan, which is used as a model. This model is described in
terms of building parameter, that are in turn adjusted to the original ground plan in the subsequent adjustment process.
The decision of how to substitute a short facade depends on the geometry of the neighboring sides:

. Intrusion / extrusion: the angle between preceding and subsequent side is approx. 180 Æ . The small side is just set
back to the level of the main facade.
. Offset: the angle between preceding and subsequent side is approx. 0 Æ . The longer one of the adjacent building sides
is extended, and the shorter side is dropped.
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Figure 1: Application of simplification to staircase-building. Situation before (left) and after the simplification (right,
shaded area).

Figure 2: Application of algorithm to some buildings of a small village. Use of small (3m) and larger minimum facade
length (7m), respectively.

. Corner: the angle between preceding and subsequent side is approx. 90 Æ . The adjacent facades are intersected.
These rules are iteratively applied to all the small sides of a building, starting with the shortest ones. This has the positive
effect, that also special buildings structures can be generalized nicely, e.g. step-form-buildings (cf. Figure 1).
In some cases, building structures have to be exaggerated. Consider e.g. a building part that is very long, however very
narrow. If the length of the narrow side is below the minimal side, this structure is dropped. If, however, the total area of
the structure is greater than a threshold it is considered to be an important part of the building which has to be preserved.
This is achieved by enlarging the smaller side to the minimal side.
The approximate building model is then transformed into a parametric representation by transforming it into its two
main axes. The different width and length parameters can directly be derived: A simple rectangular building thus can
be described by two parameters (width and length), whereas an L-shaped building needs four parameters. These formparameters (plus two additional position parameters) are the unknowns introduced in the least squares adjustment. The
observations are the original building edges, that are represented as a functional of the parameters. The stochastic model
describes the accuracy of the observations, namely the original building edges. It is modeled in terms of their overlap with
the model edges and describes the accuracy of the start and endpoint, as well as the accuracy of the edge as a whole. In
this way, a short edge has a lower accuracy as opposed to a longer one, resulting in the fact that the adjusted model line
lies closer to the longer edge. In addition to the building edges, also the parameters are introduced as so-called additional
parameters; this allows to give them a certain accuracy. This is especially important in the case that a certain building
parameter has to be enforced, as it has been exaggerated. In this case, the accuracy of the parameter has to be set very
high. In all the other cases, they are low, namely in the range of the minimum facade side.
Figure 2 shows an example of an extract of buildings in a village. Depending on the minimum facade lengths, different
generalizations are achieved. The simplification operates on individual buildings. However, in dense city areas, additional
constraints appear, as neighboring objects have to be simplified in common. Imagine a ground plan of a city with adjacent
objects. Either the objects share a common side (topological adjacency), or they are so close that their distance is no
longer noticeable at that scale (i.e. below the critical value specified above). In this case the objects have to be aggregated
to form building blocks. After that, the new polygons are simplified. The following example shows an extract of the city
of Stuttgart1 . In order to make a transition from the given cadastral situation to the scale 1:25.000, the minimal facade
length is 0.3mm, corresponding to 7.5m. Thus the threshold is set to 7.5m. As there are many adjacent buildings, as
well as buildings separated by small gaps, in a first step neighboring buildings are aggregated. This was accomplished
1 Building ground plans by courtesy of the Stadtmessungsamt of the city of Stuttgart.
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by a morphological dilation followed by an erosion, realized in ArcView with a buffer operation. The result of the
simplification is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Application of simplification to dense city area. Left: original situation; right: situation after aggregation and
simplification.
This approach is quite straightforward and offers appealing results. However, there are also some deficiencies that the
current version of the algorithm cannot handle. The courtyards inside a building are treated as separate objects, which
could have the effect that they intersect the outer building boundary after the simplification. Furthermore, interior minimal
constraints can not be treated. If a building has a narrow interior part (e.g. the bar of a h-shaped building), this part needs
to be enlarged in order to be still visible. As the narrow distance is not modeled explicitly in terms of the building sides,
it cannot be respected in this current implementation. In order to take it into account, also interior (artificial) sides have
to be introduced. One of the advantages of the algorithm is that squaring is implicitly enforced by the transformation
of the building into its two main axes. If a building, however, has more than two axes, this results in the fact that the
rectangularity cannot be guaranteed any more. On the other hand, such buildings usually have no squared shape.
4 DISPLACEMENT
Displacement is modeled as an optimization procedure, where the position of objects has to be optimized with respect to
some given constraints. Thus the unknowns in this process are the coordinates; the constraints are described as functions
of the coordinates (functional model) that can be observed with a certain accuracy (stochastic model). Constraints can be
two-fold: on the one hand there are the exterior constraints in terms of minimal distances between objects that have to
be enforced. On the other hand are the internal constraints of the objects, namely form parameters of the objects. The
following set of constraints is introduced in the system:

. Form parameters: object sides, angles, orientation,
. distances between objects: minimal distance that has to be enforced and critical distance, that indicates that the
objects have to be merged (by setting the distance to zero),
. additional parameters: the coordinates.

A

All these observations l are introduced into the conventional least squares adjustment. They form the Jacobean Matrix .
As these functions are not linear, they have to be linearized with respect to given approximate values. Each observation
has a corresponding accuracy (or weight), described in the matrix . These weights describe how well the observation
has to be enforced. They can be used to describe different object properties: the objects can be movable or fix, or they
can be deformable or stiff. The stiffness is e.g. ensured by assigning a high weight to the internal form parameters of
the object (object sides and angles). The introduction of the unknowns as additional parameters allows the assignment of
accuracies. This can be used if an object is considered non-movable by assigning high weights to its coordinates.

P

In order to determine the neighborhood of the objects, and thus to identify possible conflicts, a triangulation net using a
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation of all the object points is established (cf. also the generalization approach of Bundy,
Jones & Furse [1995], that is based on the so-called simplicial data structure (SDS)). Thus, all the objects are embedded
in a network and distances between them can be computed.
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4.1 Functional and stochastic model of the observations
Object sides: The object side s 12 is derived by the Euclidean distance between the endpoints:

s12

=

p

(x2

x1 )2 + (y2

y1 )2

The weight of the observation is high, when the object is considered as stiff, otherwise it is low.
Object orientation: The object orientation  12 is the direction of one object side s 12 .

12


=
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If the orientation has to be preserved, then this observation gets a high weight.
Object angles: The object angle angle is derived by the difference of adjoining direction angles :

anglepn

=

previous

next

The weight of the observation is high in order to stabilize the object form.
Distances: The distances are derived as heights in the respective triangle, that two different objects share. If the distance
is below a critical value crit dist, then the distance is set to zero. This has the effect of merging objects that are very
close to each other instead of shifting them apart. If it is below the minimal distance min dist then it is set to that
distance. These distances have to be enforced, therefore the observations get a high weight. Distances greater than
the minimum distance can be preserved, and are allowed to move up to the minimum distance. In the equation, the
object edge s12 is the link between points 1 and 2, whereas point 0 is the third point in the triangle belonging to the
other object.

dist

=

1
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Additional parameters: The coordinates are introduced as additional parameters: if objects are fixed, then these observations get a high weight.

4.2 Least Squares Adjustment
^ is gained by solving the following
After all the observation equations are set up, the solution of the unknown parameters x
equation:

x^ = (ATPA) 1 ATP(l f (x0))
A

P
x

where is the Jacobean Matrix of the derivations of the functions according to the unknowns, is the weight matrix, l
are the observations and ( 0 ) is the value of the function calculated at the approximate values 0 .

fx

As distance constraints between all the objects are formulated, this ensures that a global solution is found, where a
displacement of one object occurs in accordance with all its surrounding objects. The result can be analyzed with respect
to different criteria: the change of length of the objects’ sides gives an indication for their deformation. The same holds for
the change of the internal angles. As a measure for the absolute positional accuracy, the change in the coordinates can be
used. In this way, these measures can be used to evaluate the quality of the result and possibly initiate other generalization
operations.
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4.3 Examples
Figure 4 visualizes the process of displacement for a situation of streets and buildings. The streets are assumed to be fix,
whereas the buildings are allowed to move; a minimum distance of 7m between the objects is required. The situation is
displaced, based on the neighborhood derivation from a Delaunay-Triangulation (4b)). The result of the displacement is
given in Figure 4c). It can be seen, that the objects have been displaced against each other in order to enforce the minimum
distances. If there is not enough space to move for the objects, they can be deformed. The colors in Figure 5a) indicate
the degree of deformation the buildings have undergone. In the first example the deformations are in the range of 30cm
(in object space), which is very good. The situation changes, however, if the constraints are too big: imposing a minimum
distance of 15m leads to serious deformations of the buildings between the two streets, it also shifts the streets by some
degree – although they were set to be fix. The high degree of deformation, visible in Figure 5b) is a good indicator for
a situation, where the constraints are too high and where an interaction is necessary: Either the constraints have to be
loosened, or space for the objects to move to has to be provided by eliminating some buildings. Figure 5c) shows the
effect of also allowing the streets to move – now the buildings push against the streets, which in turn are shifted. Now the
deformations are again in the range of 30 cm. The advantage of this approach is the possibility to derive quality measures
that indicate to what degree the constraints could be satisfied.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4: a) Original Situation with buildings and streets, b) Triangulation, c) Displacement with minimum distance of
7m, keeping the streets fixed.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5: a) Visualization of the deformation of the buildings, b) Displacement with a minimum distance of 15m, keeping
streets fixed, c) Displacement with minimum distance of 15m, allowing streets to move.

Figure 6 shows a typical displacement problem: the situation where streets, railways and a river are ’fighting’ for space.
The result shows that the objects are nicely displaced against each other in the conflict regions.

a)

b)

Figure 6: a) Original Situation with the river Rhein, streets and railroads on each side, before displacement, b) Situation
after displacement and signaturation.
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5 INTEGRATED APPLICATION: FUSING CADASTRAL AND TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
The figures visualize the integration of the two modules to solve generalization problems in a larger spatial scene: buildings from cadastral information system are integrated into a topographic data set (scale 1:25.000). In order to guarantee
legibility, first the buildings have to be simplified, and then they have to be displaced. Figure 7, left, shows the original situation, where the buildings are too detailed, and some distances between buildings and streets and among some buildings
are too small. The result after simplification and displacement is given in Figure 7, right.

Figure 7: Original and generalized Situation.
In general, the result gives a much clearer and less complex impression. There are however situations, which are not
satisfying from a cartographic point of view: a look at the deformation values of the buildings reveals, that in the center
of the village a row of buildings that exhibits a typical cluster structure has been displaced and deformed in a way, that
the original structure is no longer visible. In this case, there is simply not enough space to place all objects adequately, so
another generalization operation has to be carried out before the displacement. A possible solution is a prior reduction,
amalgamation or a typification. An approach for this is given in Anders & Sester [2000].
6 CONCLUSION
The approaches presented in this paper rely on a general mathematical framework, namely the optimization technique of
least squares adjustment. It is applied to two different problems in generalization, namely simplification and displacement.
Although the set-up of the observations differ considerably, the mathematical framework is the same. The advantage of
the simplification of ground plans is the possibility to apply relatively simple rules and leave the optimization to the
adjustment process. The advantage of the displacement approach is the fact that it establishes a global conflict reduction
of the whole situation. As all objects are linked with each other, the effect of displacing a neighboring object is inherently
taken care of. The algorithm treats point, linear and areal objects. Furthermore, it can easily be extended to integrate also
the generalization operations enlargement and reduction.
Algorithms like the ones presented here have to be part of a larger generalization environment. Generalization as such
is a task that is very much context and object dependent, involving elaborated strategies for the individual generalization
of objects in accordance with their context. Here global structure recognition algorithms have to govern the subsequent
(local) generalization steps. If, however, only geometric conflicts are left to be solved, the displacement based on least
squares adjustment offers a very appealing solution, since it is general and global.
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